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**Title word cross-reference**

$8_{1/2}$ [Mic96]. $\pm$ [NL95]. $C$ [MVT+16]. $k$ [AG16]. $O(n)$ [BS92].

-inductive [AG16].

/ [Ano09a, Ano10a].


1 [Sal75]. 16th [DL16].


4 [Led99d]. 4th [HB16].

6.0} [Led99c]. 67 [Sch78]. 6th [CPPV15].

7th [CPPV15].

8 [Led99a]. 80 [GL95].

'92 [CB93b]. 95 [GSX99].

abductive [CLMT01]. Abstract [Bai87, DL16, GZ87, HC12, BZ88, CZ11, CCF15, FW87, Jal92, Liu93, Log09, McL77,
Abstracting [HF87].

Abstractions [Coo81, SS79, BEL77, Ber77, DMVY16, DNR90].
Access [SC94, AMF13, DOZ06].

ACT [Bry15, Bry16, HB16, MB13, MB14].
Action [SC94, AMF13, DOZ06].

Actor [CHS16, DMVD16].
Actors [HB16, Ric16, VMD09, VBS+14].

Adaptable [RS83].
Adapting [RDT08].
Adapting [RDT08].

Android [CC15, CC16].
Animation [Bay76].
Ann [CSdL16].
Annotation [CV14].
Annotations [BC10, CSdL16, SNP16].
Announcement [Ano06a].
Anomaly [MW96].
Answer [PLS10].
Answering [KP78].
APL [GFK81, SW77].
Apple [KN85].

Applicability [YTC02].
Application [BKG+08, CJ00, Sch78, KS90, PLDD15].
Application-specific [BKG+08, PLDD15].

Approach [CJ80, Rid79a, Sha80, Zav86, Bas75, CC15, CC16, COS90, DTXP13, DCA+15, DCA+16, Guo16, Hoa75, Ier93, Lee05, LB06, MZC10, PFH16, Rid79b, SM94].

Approaches [BBT15, BBT16].
Approximate [Spr79].

Apps [CC15, CC16].
Arabic [AA89, AAH95, ZA87].
ARABLAN [AAC95].

Architectural [SMB15, SMB16].

Architecture [Ano07a, KKG15, SK14].
Architectures [CC95, PC15, VS95, VUC98, WMP+08, vOKF01].
Argos [MR01].

Arithmetic [PS94a].
Array [CPD93, JG89, LR16].
Ascent [Hor93].
Ascent-descent [Hor93].
Ash [Led99c].

Aspects [HH06, Was79, Alj16, DGU91].
Assembling [Jay92].
Assemblies [Jay92].
Assertions [Jay92].

Assertion [Sam79, Dha88, Dha90, SI09].
Associates [AA09].
Associated [Fle84].

Associative [BRP00].
Atomic [DP15, YF98].

Attaching [AA09].
Attribute [CY02, DD10, Gesh77, MS89, Yan00].

Attribute-grammar [CY02].
Attributes [Tai79, SH15].
Augmenting [Li96].

Author [Ano05a, Ano05g, Ano06c].
Automata [HC96].

Auto- [HC96].

Auto-parallel [PGT+96].
automata-based [KG16]. automated
[CBTR16, Guo16, KKG92]. Automatic
[AG16, CYS+15, HL08, MT82, Man01, BM95, CM11, DPP10, SSB94, Wet77].
Automatically [BC89, Ear75].
automating [yCH92], automaton [MR01],
automaton-based [MR01], autonomous
[DMT10]. aware [BDL+12, SSS16].
Axiomatic [BEH86, Hoa75].

Babbage [Fri92]. Babel [Fri92]. back
[SIK09]. back-translation [SIK09].
backtrack [Sar94]. backtracking [KPP93].
backward [LCFA10]. BaLinda
[FWY96, YF98]. ball [Vai04]. banker
[Mck75]. base [McL77].
Based [CLM83, GS86, AD07, ACZ05, AC16, ALR15, Ban16, BLM93, BSW15, Bon04, Boh80, CDW09, CBTR16, CCJ93, CG96, FBDH12, FL92, Gan99a, HB16, HSS88, HGC+09, KG16, KNP16, LR16, Mal16, MR01, PWS95, RR99, SRRB10, Wan92, WPR06, WBGM10, Zab88, FAHC16, KS90].
Basics [BC84]. Basic [Led99c]. basis
[JG89, Zob93]. beginners [Hug85, Mor16].
Behavior [Rid79a, Sar93, SJW94].
behavioral [KPP+15, RDT08, Zdu06].
Behavioural [BC02]. benchmarks
behavioral [HC05]. best-fit [HC05]. BETAB [OK00].
better [KY75, Yan96]. between
[FBDH12, SSM10, VMD09]. beyond [Fri92].
Bidirectional [KDM03]. Binary
[HT13, CYS+15, MLW05]. Binding
[Sam79, VF82]. biomedical [Zak88]. Black
[Berre1b]. Black-box [Ber91b]. blend
[GBZ09]. Blocks [Pag79]. Board
[An002a, An002b, An002c, An003a, An003b, An003c, An004a, An004b, An005b, An005c, An005d, An009a, An010a]. bottom
[BDB90], bottom-up [BDB90]. bound
[KJ12]. boundaries [BCF02]. Bounded
[KKNS14, KLIN15]. bounds [BJ14]. box
[Berre1b]. BPEL [KJ12]. Branching
[RGP98]. Branching-time [RGP98].
bridge [FBDH12]. Bridging [YD78]. brief
[Fri92]. Bringing [CV14]. Broadcasting
[Bro88, PS94b]. browser [SB04]. Buffering
bulk [MH07]. bulk-synchronous [MH07].
business [LvdW+01, PLD15]. bytecode
[DDT06, JPB+08]. bytecode-to-C
[JPB+08].

C
[An088, Bud82, CHS16, CL89, EP89, ECB12, JPB+08, KS90, LC02, MP92, Pen05, PE88].
C# [Fru10]. C-Flavours [KS90]. Cactus
[RGP98]. Calculus [GS86, Abd75a, Abd75b, AMF13, BL92, DL07, AKPG01]. Calendar
[WPR06]. Call [An07a, An07b, Kru02].
call-tracking [Kru02]. candidates
[FT15, FT16]. capabilities [CCG+09]. card
[SK14]. Carla [CC95]. Case
[Zav86, Ali96, Bli94, BJ14, MKPW06].
CASL [WMP+08]. CCS [NN09]. CDL
[LS90, LS94]. cellular [VLC98]. centric
[LDG09]. chaining [HGC+09, VS93].
Chains [Ken78]. challenges [PBDF12].
change [Ban16]. changing [Pun01].
channel [Fis88]. Characterization [DK83].
Checking [Bai86, DL16, CCT08, DQ09, GSP16, Ier93, JK+16, JL96, KKP+15, MS93, MVT+16, MP16, MP92, Pen05, Pen14, PRR12, Sis04, ZP04]. Chinese
[TC81]. Choosing [MT82]. circular [SH15].
Class [Log09, BDNW05, JHD94, Wal89].
Classboxes [BDNW05]. classes
[Ban16, VBDMP16]. classical [Har97].
classification [BKSW09, WD04]. clause
[KG16]. Client [Led99a]. Client/Server
[Led99a]. clone [FT15, FT16]. cloning
[CHK93]. closer [FF86]. Closure [FL92].
Closures [FL87]. Co [MKPW06, LCC07].
co-allocation [LCC07]. Co-evolving
[MKPW06]. COBOL [Tha77, Pet78].
Cocke [Man78]. Cocke-Younger-Kasami
Collaboration \cite{MGLFCP12}. Coloring \cite{CAC81, COMLed99c, Led99b}.

Combination \cite{FW78}. Combinator \cite{JRSB85}. Combinators \cite{MO83}.

Combining \cite{SA16, BM95}. Commands \cite{Bai86}.

Comments \cite{AA89}. Common \cite{RW09}.

Communicating \cite{DH86, DMVD16}. Communication \cite{Bro88, AKPG02}.

Communications \cite{CC95}.

Compact \cite{HS03}.

Comparing \cite{EvdSV+15}. Comparison \cite{Sch78, BRB07, GL95}.

Compiler \cite{Ano07a, Ano07b, MB85, HSS88, Hat91, JPB+08, KMLS15, MB75}.

Compiler-Architecture \cite{Ano07a}.

Compilers \cite{Sha80}.

Compiling \cite{PMS15, PMS16, WF78}.

Complete \cite{GL95}.

Complex \cite{Spr79}.

Complexity \cite{BZ88, IPF82, Ste84}.

Compliant \cite{MZC10}.

Component \cite{WBGM10, CC15, CC16, FDH08, FBHD12, PSW95}.

Component-based \cite{WBGM10, FBHD12, PSW95}.

Component-level \cite{CC15, CC16}.

Component-oriented \cite{FDH08}.

Components \cite{CV16, PSW+13, Tay96, Zdu06}.

Composable \cite{LMR93}.

Composite \cite{MW82}.

Composing \cite{RDB15}.

Composition \cite{BBT15, BBT16, Bou04, BRT99, DSW05, PPK11, RP309, Zdu06}.

Compositional \cite{GSX99}.

Comprehensible \cite{FT15, FT16}.

Computation \cite{CIF84, Nag79, AJ93, CAS08, MST14, PT09}.

Computational \cite{HT13, LCC07, jLtCoxH09}.

Computationally \cite{RS87}.

Computations \cite{DLP07, PRD02}.

Computer \cite{BS78, CF02, HR91, Rin91, Jos78, Nym95, Zak88}.

Computing \cite{Ano07b, Bry15, Bry16, MB13, MB14}.

Conference \cite{DL16, GAS16}.

Concise \cite{Geh82, KPP93, FO02, Kh12}.

Concurrency \cite{MM15, MMC16, SBF80, Sal83, CS03, COG+09, CO98, GR91, GMMP89, LfL00, MP16, MW96, Rom97, Tall93a, Tall93b}.

Context-Aware \cite{BDL+12}.

Context-Free \cite{Cel81, CW13, BC93, BDL+12}.

Context-Sensitive \cite{HWM13}.

Contiguous \cite{KR95, LR16}.

Controller \cite{TC81}.

Control \cite{CG84, LS84, AG16, AL85, AMF13, CFX83, DNR90, HB16, MC96, OM92, OM91, PSW+13, Ric16, SC94, YF98}.

Controller \cite{BDNW05, NH93}.

Conversations \cite{CG93}.
Facet [BC93]. Facilitating [CBTR16]. Facility [BF78, Nag80, BJS93, FF90].
Facitorizations [WF78]. Fail [Dre96, Wet77]. Fail-safety [Dre96].
Fairness [OBGK02]. Familial [Orm83]. fast [HZ96, MLW05]. fault
[CL89, DTXP13]. fault-localization [DTXP13]. fault-tolerant [CL89]. Faust
[J011]. Feature [MM82, MLW05, VC15]. feature-orientation [VC15]. feature-rich
[MLW05]. Features [Hoo87, CM75, Hoo89]. Feedback [Kha10]. Feedback-directed
[Kha10]. Ferret [BKSW09]. fields [CCGC12]. finest [Yan00]. First
[JD94, KH12, Wal89]. First-class
[JD94, Wal89]. First-order [KH12]. fit [HC05]. flavour [KS90]. Flavours [KS90].
FLEX [LN91]. Flexary [Kor15, Kor16]. Flexibility [SRBR10, UR02]. Flexible
[LN91, BRBR12, PT09]. floating [WF99]. floorplanning [Bou08].
floorplanning-placement [Bou08]. Flow
[MO83, PBG84, RS82, Sha80, CHH02, KDM03, LDG09, MP00]. Flowcharts
[CL78, Pet78, Coh78]. fly [RDB15]. FOBS [dLZ12]. Folding [Ta79]. fork
[MZC10, RS94]. fork/join [MZC10]. Formal
[AMA98, Pag78, Sha81, ZA87, Bou08, DLP15, KB75, MT05, Wi80, Nag80]. formalization
[BDNW08]. formalizing [vOKF01]. Formatter [ZA87, AA89]. forms
[FKR75, SIK09]. FORTH [AL85].
FORTRAN [Tha77]. Forward
[HGC+09, Man01]. Foundations [FDH08]. Fp
[BC84, Fle86]. Fp-Style [Fle86]. framework
[ACZ05, AA09, BRBR12, BM95, CS16, CY02, CDGN15, HT13, JM96, KMLS15, NN09, Rot92, SSB94, VC15].
framework-based [ACZ05]. Free
[Cel81, BC93, BS92, IR95, Seb99]. freedom
[CS03]. Front
[Ano02c, Ano03a, Ano03b, Ano03c, Ano04b, Ano05b, Ano05c, Ano05d]. Fully
[PC15]. fun [Mor16]. Functional
[AD07, Bai87, BJ90, Fle86, FW78, LP16, MO83, Bai90, HV94, Lia92, Mal10, Mal93, Th93, dLZ12]. functionalities [PLDD15].
functionality [MRO03]. Functions
[Mic86, IR95, SS09, UM16, CCF15]. Fundamental
[Sym85]. future [EvdSV+15]. fuzzy
[Dja88].
G [Bai87, Pla91]. GALS [MSRG10]. Gap
[YP78, FBDH12]. general [BM95].
Generalized
[Car78, LS84, PC85]. Generated
[Pet78]. Generating
[KR95, BC93, NO05]. Generation
[FL87, Wad80, BDB90, BM95, CAS08, CNGW09, DPP10, FL92, Gan89a, Guo16, Hat91, Hor90]. Generative
[GAS16, Mor16, SS16]. generators
[Bud82, Gan89b]. Generic
[Bai87, CGG+09, Geh80, Bai90, Bou08]. generics
[EHMO91, TKH99]. genetic
[FNRR16]. genuinely [BI93].
genuinely-lazy [BI93]. Global
[BT86, Zob93]. goal [Har97, Nil90, OWG93]. goal-directed
[Har97, Nil90, OWG93]. goals
[Lee05]. GPCE
[GAS16]. GPGPU
[KPN16]. Grammar
[BSW15, BEH6, RP98, Sar94, CY02, RDB15]. Grammar-based
[BSW15]. Grammars
[BF78, Cel81, CF79, Mic86, Pag79, BC93, Dem75, HSS88, JGM89, NS93, Seb89, Yan00, BC93]. grammatical
[Nym95]. Graph
[BF78, BR90, BJ14, SSM10]. graphics
[Zak88]. Graphs
[LB81, MO83, RS82, BC13, VS93]. GRAS
[BM95]. Green
[dOG06, dOG09].
Gregorian
[WPR06]. Grid
[Geh79, LCC07, jLtCxH09]. grids
[GH07]. Guarded
[Bai86]. Guest
[Ano01a, DP09].
HALO
[HGC+09]. handle
[BL99, PRD02]. Handling
[Bai86, GGS2, BKYV80, CM11, CO98, CB93a, CD82, DA99, DP98, DG94, HO90, JM96, JPB+08, LW75, LS90, Rom97].
iterators [Ear75].

J [Fel87, KMLS15]. J-operator [Fel87].
Jager [Led99d]. Java
[ACZ05, BCR11, CV14, CY02, CSdL16, HWM13, IF16, JP3+08, KMLS15, PT09, Rez12, TKH99, VBDPM16]. JavaBean
jLab [PT09]. John
[CGG+09]. Jumps [Abd75b].
Just [dACSAP14]. Just-in-time [dACSAP14].
Kasami [Man78].
Keyword [Ano05e, Ano05g, Ano06c]. know [Sch76].

LAILA [CLMT01]. Lambda
[GS86, WF78, Abd75a, Abd75b, FL92]. Lambda-Calculus
[GS86, Abd75a, Abd75b].
Lambda-Expressions [WF78]. Landin
[Fel87]. Language [Ano07b, BS78, Bai86, BT86, Bar82, BEL77, BGMT82, BC84, CV16, CPPV15, DG91, FM04, GS86, GO88, Hoo97, Hoo98, Hul87, JHR81, KN85, KP78, MT82, MMC15, MMC16, MO83, MM82, Nag79, Nag80, Orm83, PBG84, PC85, RBY+05, Rim91, SBF80, ZL81, AL85, AHH95, ALR15, Bas75, BL92, Bay76, BKS90, BAK90, Bou08, BGS4, CIP+00, CGG+09, yCH92, CLMT01, CFG00, CC95, CL92, CHHP91, DRT97, Dja88, EL87, EvdSV+15, FD90, FBDH12, FMFB11, GR91, dOG06, DOG09, GWDD06, HDN09, HV94, HHS90, HZ96, Hug85, JD94, KK92, KA16, KNW94, LMR93, LP97, LB89, Lin93, LS94, Luq93, MSR91, MA10, Mal93, MR01, MZ05, MB75, Mic96, MD77, NL95, OWG93, OPO0, PGMS4, Pla91, PE88, PSM+13, RN09, RGP98, Run89].
language [RH94, Sal92, Sco91, SS92, SMDSB99, Ste75, Tuc75, Tze12, VC15, VLC98, WMP+08, Wan92, WDCL08, ZHU06, ZIM86, dLZ12, Bai86, yCH92, RS94]. Language-And
[BT86]. language-based [Bou08].
Language-independent [FM04].
language-integrated [KA16]. Languages
[CIF84, CG84, CRP90, HR91, HR92, MB13, MB14, Was79, vOK91, Abd75a, Abd75b, Bai90, BC88, BLM93, BL99, Ber11, BEL77, Ber77, Bry15, Bry16, BW90, CL97, CO98, Cia92, CHH02, CG93, CF02, COHW95, CRPP00, Fri92, HC12, HHLv89, HG93, Ier93, IR95, KPN16, LCFA10, LF00, Lia92, MP90, JK90, OM91, PC78, RDB15, Rot92, Rus87, Sch75b, Sch75a, SA16, YG93].
languages-value [Sch75b]. large
[LRB+11, MP92, SJW94]. Lass [Bar82].
layered [MR04, OM91]. layers [Vai04].
Lazy [Han97, BJS93, HV94, Jay92, Tre00].
Lenient [Tre00, TM00], Level
[BEH86, CIF84, GGH97, MO83, Pag79, BEL77, Ber77, CCJ93, CC16, CC16, Ear75, Lou07, MSR91, MC17, MB75, Sch75b, Sch75a, Tuc75].
Leveraging
[FAHC16, MAGD+16]. lexical
[Yan96, YTC02]. lexically [FF90]. libraries
[FF75]. library [CDW90, KPN16].
library-based [KPN16]. life [Hoo89].
Lightweight
[MVT+16, PCG16, CC15, CC16]. like
[CH02, MRO03, Was79, NK90]. LINDA
[SS93, RPB09]. line [KR16, SS16]. linear
[Dha90]. linearly [PS10]. Lines
[MAGD+16, FAHC16]. Linguistic
[PRR12, VMD09]. Lisp [FWY96]. List
[Ano09b, Ano10b, Ano11a, AJ93, FKR75, War78]. listless [Jay92]. Lists
[Wad80, Lus02]. literature [MAGD+16]. LL
[BC89, LI96]. load [Dha90, VS95]. local
[FNRR16]. localization [DTXP13]. Logic
[ACS96, HS03, RS87, BER00, BKG+08, BRT99, CLSM96, CLMT01, Cia92, CG96, DRT97, FL01, G09, Har97, HC96, HGC+09, HLJ76, JM96, JG98, KNW94, LMR93, LP97, LF00, NJLS12, RGP98, Tal93b, KPP93]. Logical


Macros [FDR75]. Macrospace [Flo78]. made [Mor16].

Making [Flo78]. malleable [MZC10]. management [DOZ06, LC02].


Mathematical [KP78, KKG92].


Mechanizing [McK75]. medium [SJW94]. membership [Sch75a]. Memory [LRB+11, DMVY16, HC05, KKN14, KKG15, LC02, Ozt11, PLS10, RN09, U15, U16].


metaprogramming [GBZ09]. method [Ber11, Dai94, Ear75]. methodologies [FW87]. Methodology [BB91, CLM83, Bou08, CHK93, KKG15, LP07, yCH92].


mixed-language [HSH90]. mixin [Bou04]. mixin-based [Bou04]. Mizar [Kor15, Kor16]. Mobile [Led99e, BCF02, BCF+04, HL08, VB+14].

mobility [DAR05]. moded [BER00].

Model [DL16, Pen14, Rod15, SS79, ZP04, Abd75a, Abd75b, BDL+12, Ber91a, BS15, BMZ92, CM11, CAS08, CV14, DQ09, ESG16, GDD12, GWDD06, JKK+16, DMVD16, MP16, OM91, Rus87, SK14, Sis04, WPR06, WD04, Yan96, FAHC16].


modelling [GVdP+01, Rid97b]. Models [BS78, Fle84, GZ87, KP78, BKG+08, DMVY16, GXX92, JKK+16, KKP+15, Lou07, PCG16, RBY+05].

modern [WMP+08]. modification [RDB15].

Modula [DNR90, Sal92]. Modula-2 [DNR90, Sal92]. Modular [EHMO91, IvdS16, KN85, KYV80, CV16, RP98].

module [PC15]. modules [BRT99, LMR93].

MOF [CCB15]. Moldable [CDGN15].

Monaco [PSW+13]. monotone [NN09].

morality [McK75]. Motion [CS80, BC13].

motivation [Sco91]. movilog [MCC07].

MSC [Man01]. mud [Vai04]. MudPie [Vai04]. Multi [FFJ90, MOT84, DCA+15, DCA+16]. Multi-Display [MOT84]. multi-paradigm
Multi-way [FFJ90].

Multicomputers [Geh82, SSB94].

multicore [FNRR16]. multidimensional [DLP07]. multiparadigm

[LP97, NL95, Pla91]. Multiple [ACS96, KA07, SS79, BKSW09, PS94b, TKH99].

Multiprocessing [CL78, Coh78].

Multiprocessor [Hul87, Tay96].

multirate [JO11].

multiview [KKP+15]. multiway [CO89].

mutant [SMdSB09].

Mutation [BS85].


neither [Tre00]. nested [DLF15, JG89]. Nesting [BCF+04]. net [GSX99]. Nets [MZGT85, GMMP89].

Network [CF79, MRO03].

Neumann [RM93].

Neverlang [VC15]. Node

[Wad80, War78]. Non

[BC10, LR16, MZC10, OM92, PRD02].

non-contiguous [LR16]. non-determinism [OM92]. non-deterministic [PRD02].

non-intrusively [MZC10].

Non-repudiation [BC10].

Nondeterministic [Sal98, PGT+96].

Noninterference [AMF13, IF16].

nonterminal [Dem75, SH15]. nor [Tre00].

notation [Wil80]. note

[Ano06b, Ano11b, Fel87]. notion [BW00].

NP [CIP+00]. NP-SPEC [CIP+00].

number [DK92]. numbers [Run89].

Numerical [Nag79].

Object [ACS96, BB91, GVvdP+01, GG82, LP97, PBDF12, AC16, DGU91, FM04, Ier93,

IR95, KPN16, KS90, LCFA10, LDG09, MW96, NL95, RBY+05, YG93, dLZ12].

object-centric [LDG09]. object-models

[RBY+05]. Object-oriented

[GVvdP+01, AC16, DGU91, FM04, Ier93, IR95, KPN16, KS90, LCFA10, MW96, NL95,

YG93, dLZ12]. objects [CLSM96, LRB+11, Lus02, LB06, MW82, Rom95, YF98, DOZ06].

observer [Alj16]. Obtaining [HFW86].

Occam

[AMA97, AMA98, Fis88, Hul87, Tal93a].

OCL [CCB15]. offset [CAS08].

OmniBrowser [BDPW08]. on-the-fly

[RDB15]. onto [FNRR16]. Ontological

[PFH16]. Open

[HH06, Led99c, Ban16, DK92]. Operating

[Cro79]. Operation [Sam79, CG93].

operation/procedure [CG93].

Operational [MB85, LS94, OWG93, OM91].

operations [CGG+09, Dja88, WF99].

operator [Fel87]. Operators

[GFK81, Sym85, BLM93, CZ11].

Optimal

[RS82, KR95, LRB+11, jLtCmH09, PRD02].

Optimisation

[KA16, Sch75a, Sha75].

Optimization

[BT66, DK83, LBR81, Sch75b, KR16, NK90].

Optimizing

[SS09, Sha80, Thi93, WF99, Sar94]. oracle

[Guo16]. order

[CAS08, Fa97, KH12, RW09, SvE16].

Orderly [AKPG02]. ordinary [MZC10].

Orientation [ACS96]. Oriented

[BB91, CLM83, Nag80, ACZ05, AC16, CS16, CG93, DGU91, ESG16, FDH08, FM04,

GVvdP+01, GCH09, Ier93, IR95, KPN16, KS90, LCFA10, MW96, NL95, RS94, VC15,

YG93, dLZ12].

Orthogonal [CM06, Rot92].

other [Jos78]. outline [PGM84].

Over-exposed [VBDPM16]. Overloading

[EL87, Ber11]. Own [Zav86].

Package [Ree84]. packaging [PSW95].

Paisley [Zav86]. Papers [Ano07a, Ano07b].

ParaAJ [Alj16]. paradigm

[DA+15, DCA+16]. Parallel

[Cia92, Cro79, Hoo75, KPP93, LCC07, LN86, PS94a, PS94b, Sch78, VS94, AD07, AJ93,

BAK89, BC13, CB93a, CM06, DLP07, EL07, HZ96, Lou07, MH07, Mic96, PLS10, URI02,

VLC98, PGT+96]. parallelism

[HC96, MZC10, Tal93b, TM00].

parallelization [SSB94, Zob93].
MŽ05, MW96, MP00, ND77, NL95, ÕK00, OM91, PGM84, PSW+13, RGP98, Rus87, SB04, Sco91, Ste75, Sul75, Tay96, URI02, VBS+14, Whi77, YG93, MMC15, MB13.

Programs [Fle86, GG82, KN85, LN91, AG16, BJ90, BER00, CCJ93, CG96, EL07, FNRR16, FO02, FF89, GG09, HC96, HS03, IPF82, Jos78, LC02, MVT+16, MP16, NJLS12, PMS15, PMS16, PLS10, Rom97, SW77, Sar93, SF98, Thi93].

Prograph [MP85]. projects [GCH09]. Prolog [ACZ05, Anc13, CF88, Gan89a, NH93, Tal93b].
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